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Think BIG!

MOTORIZED MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

WHERE DESIGN MEETS FUNCTION
Nexus 21 is the leader in motorized solutions that put 
technology in motion. Engineered to be the quietest, 
most reliable and easiest to install mounting solutions on 
the market, we break down the barriers of conventional 
design and room orientation with covert integrations for 
any space. 

THE NEXUS21 ADVANTAGE
Our precision-engineered, motorized systems are made 
to last. Designed and engineered in America, we back 
every unit with the industry’s longest warranty and lifetime 
technical assistance. Every Nexus 21 TV lift is designed with 
both professionals and homeowners in mind, to provide 
the most comprehensive, innovative solutions available. All 
of this, combined with industry leading customer service 
and virtually no lead time on orders, make us the #1 choice 
for professionals across the globe.

POSITIONAL VIEWING SOLUTIONS

Extend & Swivel 
The Apex Motorized TV Mount revolutionizes positioning 
technology with a seamless blend of high function, sleek 
aesthetics and simple, three-step installation. 

Over-Mantel 
Accommodating screens from 48” - 75”, the Transcend Pro Series 
overcome the challenge of mounting a screen above a mantel.

Drop-Down TV Lifts 
Our drop-down TV lifts accommodate screens from 17” to 75”, 
allowing them to descend from the ceiling with the touch of a 
button, and hide away when not in use.

Flip-Down TV Lifts 
Our flip-down TV lift features ultra-slim installation depth 
requirements and folds a screen flat into the ceiling.

Pop-Up & Pop-Up Swivel TV Lifts 
Our pop-up TV lifts can be built into cabinets, beds and other 
furniture - or even under the floor. Available with or without swivel, 
our pop-up TV lifts accommodate screens from 17” to 90”+.

Eclipse Series Projector Drop-Down Lifts 
The Eclipse Series is the ultimate in stealth concealment for 
projectors, featuring the most innovative installation features on 
the market. Accommodates 500+ projector models.
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Residential  •  Marine  •  Commercial  •  Hospitality  •  Outdoor


